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Aspect-Based Opinion Mining 152
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Complex Networks 655




Computational Complexity 185, 192
Computed Tomography 649
Computer Networks 401
















Data Mining 301, 308
Data Pre-Processing 308
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Disaster Management 21
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Expectation Maximization 152
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Incentive Based Negotiation 13
Individual Systems Thinking 104
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation 160
Learning 508
Learning Agents 367
Liquefied Natural Gas Carrier 440
Living Systems 177
Location Intelligence 418
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Measures of Effectiveness 432
Medical Informatics 328
Medical Text Processing 322















Movie Actor Networks 655
Moving Average Filtering 409
Multi-Agent System(s) 367, 454, 484
Multidimensional Scaling 278




























Network(s) 285, 345, 373
Neural Network Models 227
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Partial Least Squares 470
Particle Swarm 57
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Radial Basis Functions 246
Random Indexing 168
Random Matrix Theory 401
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Restricted Boltzmann Machine 515
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Social Network Analysis 308
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System(s) Design 33, 564
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Wireless Sensor Network 192
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